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WDM systems require subsystems with a greater complexity than systems operating at a single wavelength, examples are tunable or rriultiwavelength transmitters and receivers, WDM add-drop multiplexers and WDM-crossconnects. Toda:y most of these subsystems are assembled from discrete components which are coupled to each other with fibres. Photonic Integration of these subsystems has the potential to reduce packaging cost by eliminating most of the interconnection fibres. Further it leads to a drastic reduction in volume of complex optical devices.
The key component in Photonic Integrated Circuits (PIC'S) for WDM applications is the phased-array (de)multiplexer or PHASAR (also called Arrayed Waveguide Grating, AWG, or Waveguide Grating Router, WGR). It consists of an array of waveguides with different lengths which has been designed such that it has focusing and dispersive properties; it can be realised in almost any waveguide technology and is, therefore, very suitable for integration with other devices. Research on PHASAR-based integrated devices has been reported for many subsytems relevant for WDM, such as WDM-filters anti add-drop multiplexers, WDMcrossconnects, WDM transmitters and receivers.
Most of these devices can be realised with a combination of PHASAR's, Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers and optical switches. A process which is capable of integrating these three basic components is suitable for realisation o'f a broad class of optical devices. A variety of functions have already been demonstrated. Performance ,and fabrication costs are still prohibitive for broad application, but they show steady improvement. The huge market for WDM lasers will accelerate the integration technology development and pave the way for integration processes which will provide compact and cost-effective solution for many functions in WDM systems and networks.
In this paper a review will be given of progress in the field of advanced integrated WDMsubsystems and the role of Photonic Integration in supporting the increasing device complexity required by todays and tomorrows network applications will be discussed.
